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RURAL PROPERTIES
Water storages and harvest possibilities high in 
landscape for rehydration and low in landscape 
for life rich aquaculture.

Access possibilities on contour or as close to as 
possible or along the center of ridge lines with 
as many multifunctions as possible and reduced 
maintenance of time and distance.

You can save a lot of money when choosing land to create an abundant life-
style, by quickly going through a few Permaculture techniques !rst, that will 
enable you to choose your land for maximum return on your investment.

Property Purchase Checklist

If you are looking to buy a property to develop sus-
tainably  there are some elements to be aware of so 
you can pick a property which will make it easier for 
you to achieve this. By understanding bene!cial fea-
tures you can optimize your ability to be productive.

CLIMATE
First of all be aware of what climate you are in?
How far are you from the equator? What is the alti-
tude and distance from the ocean ? All these things 
factors a"ect the climate. What is the rainfall? 

For example if you are in a hot climate, shade is going 
to be important and in cold climates you are going to 
need a good position to gain the most sun.

With knowledge of the climate you can look at a 
property to assess the ability to place elements which 
will work for you.

ACCESS
Access to the property is one of the most important 
features.  If it’s already in place you can make a judg-
ment as to whether it is bene!cial to your design.
 
Access roads can be designed to be  !re and wind 
breaks or conversely they can act as wind tunnels and 

bring !re right to the door of a house. So placement 
of access roads are important. Access can also serve a 
number of purposes. Ideally it should be on contour 
along a ridge line with a small gradient,  so water 
runs o" it slowly . You can then link the access road 
to systems that harvest that water and run it into 
swales with productive food forests and have it move 
into dams. 

WATER 
Water on the property and the ability to catch water 
is of primary importance. Water can be captured 
from roof areas, roads and other hard surfaces. 
Identify sources of water and catchment area. 
Identify sites for tanks, swales to be planted with 
trees and  dams or ponds. Water availability is a key 
consideration in your decision making.
 
SLOPE 
You should look for opportunities to store water as 
high as possible on the property so gravity can be 
used to carry it further down rather than needing 
a pump which uses energy. So slope in the land  is 
bene!cial. 
#e aim of capturing water on a property is to have it 
travel the longest path, over the most distance, over 
the most time, traveling as slowly as possible with the 
most passive friction, rubbing up against as many liv-
ing things as possible before it leaves into catchment.

Be careful of slopes as they o$en o"er views, however 
if slopes are over 20 degrees they are very di%cult to 
put in systems which can be productive without a lot 
of development which will be expensive. 

STEEP SLOPES
Steep slopes are best le$ for forest so make sure you 
have accessible slopes which can give you passive 
water catchment. 

FLAT COUNTRY
Flat lands can receive the water from the slopes and 
can become very productive, even developed into  

aquatic production.  However without any slope &at 
land can become subject to wind e"ects and you will 
need to pump water up for gravity fed irrigation.
#ere may  also be  potential for &oods if near a river 
which must be taken into consideration.

HOUSE PLACEMENT
Where you site your house is fundamental decision 
which will make the di"erence as to whether it is a  
comfortable and functional place to live. If it is high 
on a hill away from a road you need a long road to 
get there which is expensive. Houses on top of the 
hill also have to have water pumped up to them.     

"is access road is carefully graded to collect rainwater

Houses on hills make it di#cult to harness gravity water

#e siting of good structural positions that have 
the potential of multiple bene!cial connections 
that create multiple positive functions within a 
polyculture landscape of productive design.

Landscape slope will limit options of use and e%-
ciency if too steep. Landscape that is close to &at 
more e%cient to work and harvests more water 
but creating head pressure for gravity water use is 
a design challenge and &at land o$en needs well 
designed windbreaks.

#e orientation of slopes need to be favorable 
in relation the climate location for a diversity in 
the choice of elements that can be included in a 
design that create long term stability.



Take our Property Purchase 
Checklist questions with you 
when assessing land. 

#ey are also subject to the e"ects of wind.  

Sited on the &at land especially near a river it can 
be colder in the winter. #e ideal position is in the 
mid slopes where water can be used from above for 
growing systems. 

Nutrients  from above also  gather in the water as it 
moves through to the lower slopes. 

Positioned in the mid slopes you are close to both 
which saves time and energy to access. From there 
you can start to design your sustainable house.

PERMACULTURE DESIGN COURSE
You may like to consider doing a quality Permacul-
ture Design Course to maximize on the knowledge 
presented in this brief checklist. 

Being able to plan your home and maximize your 
water and harvest potential o"ers you the security 
and peace of mind that many people yearn for, their 
own sustainable habitat, in these unsettled times.

Gullies on slopes are perfect locations for a pond system

Houses on the middle slopes allow ponds to be built above.

"is student property is an outstanding example a$er com-
pleting a Geo% Lawton Permaculture Design Course

Being able to read the patterns in the landscape and plan 
their own swales, dams and food security, is one of the many 
reason why students decide to do a Permaculture Course.

Does the property have an open sun aspect of at least 6 hours of sunshine?
Ideally South Facing  in the Northern Hemisphere or North Facing in the Southern Hemi-
sphere.

URBAN PROPERTIES 
Temperate Cool to Cold Climate Yes     No

 Does it have the thermal mass such as stones, bricks or concrete to store 
and release heat and enough insulation to bu"er against cold and heat? 

Does it have high !ltered shade between 9am and 3pm?
 (this is bene!cial if it does) 

URBAN PROPERTIES 
Humid Tropics

Does it have a low thermal mass and orientate favourably to wind 
and air&ow? (#ermal mass is a problem in the Humid Tropics)

Yes     No

Is the house shaded from the a$ernoon sun? 

URBAN PROPERTIES 
Hot Arid Climates Yes     No

Is the house insulated from the a$ernoon sun? 

Is there a shaded thermal mass area on the shaded side of the house that 
can bank the cool temperatures to be released in the evening? 

Can glass sheeting be added to the sun side of the house?



Is the property in a wind tunnel? 

URBAN PROPERTIES 
All Climate Zones Yes     No

Does it have hard surfaces to run o" water so that it can be captured 
and directed to growing systems? 

Does the property have sites for ponds or dams?  Does it have creeks, springs 
and harvest possibilities high in landscape for rehydration? (Example, swales, 
gabions, limonias, keyline and terraces)

RURAL PROPERTIES

Can you gravity feed water from a storage site high in the landscape to a 
house site and gravity irrigate lower in the landscape on the mid slopes?

Yes     No

Is the land very steep (over 20 degrees)? Landscape slope will limit options of use 
and e%ciency if too steep.

Is the land very &at?  Landscape that is close to &at is more e%cient to work and har-
vests more water but creating head pressure for gravity water use is a design challenge and &at 
land o$en needs well designed windbreaks.

Is the orientation of slope favourable? It need to be favorable in relation to the 
climate location. #e greater number of elements that can be included in a design, the greater 
chance of long term stability.

Is the site &ood damage and !re proof?

Is it possible to shade the roof with a productive vine trellis?

Yes     No

Is it possible to shade the garden with a trellis? 

Is there vegetation or structures to avert hot drying winds? 

Are there water storage possibilities low 
in the landscape for life rich aquaculture?

Does it have access possibilities on contour from the road or as close to as 
possible or along the center of ridge lines with as many multifunctions as 
possible and reduced maintenance of time and distance?

Is the access distance from the road to the house or property long? 
#is will add a lot of cost. 

Are there existing houses and structures? 
Are there sites for future house sites with positions  that have the potential of multiple 
bene!cial connections that create multiple positive functions within a polyculture landscape of 
productive design?

RURAL PROPERTIES
Yes     No

URBAN PROPERTIES 
Hot Arid Climates



home, many designers  are able to create bountiful 
productive harvests with minimal e"ort. Carefully 
understanding your micro climate allows you to 
grow unseasonal plants in your environment. A 
brick wall facing the a$ernoon sun allows you to 
grow warmth loving plants in a cooler environment.

CHOP AND DROP
Chop and Drop is a form of mulching where soil 
creation is made from chopping your garden prun-
ing, branches and spent leaves and letting them fall 
and rot on the surface of the garden soil. #is activi-
ty breaks down the organic matter, allowing natural 
organisms to build rich compost over time and feed 
your plants.

HARD SURFACE RUN-OFF
Water tanks can be strategically placed to capture 
roof water and used to drip feed plants grown in the 
garden, in raised beds  and vertically on walls.

LOW HANGING FRUIT
Some people intensively plant early, mid and late 
fruiting trees such as apples and pears very close 
together but keep the trees tightly pruned to yield a 
successive crop of fruit grown over many months. 
Many urban farmers say keeping your trees cut low 
prevents birds from picking and spoiling your fruit 
especially if you have a pet cat or predators nearby.

GUILDS
Urban Permaculture design integrates guilds of 
plants that enjoy each other’s company and harmo-
nize with each other’s growth.  For example, Citrus 
enjoys the company of Comfrey because they don’t 

#e micro urban space is one of the most produc-
tive areas for Permaculture. 
In our next video we look at the Urban garden rev-
olution where Permaculture people are producing  
large quantities food in tiny spaces. 

SUN ASPECT AND MICRO CLIMATE
#e key is the design layout of their gardens. Utiliz-
ing sensible design techniques, understanding the 
micro climate, wind bu"ering and sun aspect of their 

Permaculture designers plan gardens with great detail

Heavily planted gardens allow maximum bio-diversity

URBAN 
DESIGN

Geo% Lawton stands in the shade of an overgrown urban 
garden that could bene!t from more sunlight and pruning.

"e small Urban space o%ers the most in-
tensive space for growing plants.  Lets take a 
glimpse into the way permaculture design is 
changing the way people grow food. compete for the same nutrients. Citrus has narrow 

short roots, it is unable to mine plant nutrients the 
same way Comfrey can. Comfrey’s long tap roots 
drill down and pull up nutrients that it stores. Over 
time Comfrey breaks down and dies and those 
nutrients are now released to the citrus plant. #is 
is one of many examples taught in Permaculture to 
maximize harmonizing with plants for maximum 

productive gain.

MINI SWALES
More Permaculture gardens are mimicking the pat-
terns of the rural landscape in channeling water  along 
small swales that capture grey water from the kitchen 
and soak this water into the urban garden. Eliminating 
weekly chores such as lawn mowing and watering of 
plants to grow abundant fruit trees without e"ort is 
one of the key motivations for people wanting to learn 
Permaculture.
 
AQUAPONICS
Small space gardens allow people to set up intensive 
food systems. In Aquaponics systems you can grow 
your own !sh and vegetables with minimal energy 
costs. By recirculating the water you can grow !sh 
such as Tilapia, Perch, Barramundi and Trout and 
feed plants o" their waste. New advances in LED light  
technology allows this system to grow food cheaply in 
converted city warehouses or even your attic. 
If you have a little space, on a balcony, roo$op or small 
backyard, there are countless creative ways to grow 
food with ease.

Comfrey is deep rooted to mine deeper minerals for Citrus

"is Aquaponics system grows !sh and plants all year.

Urban Mini Swales channel waste water for plant growth

URBAN PROPERTIES
It is crucial to realize bene!ts of microclimate 
creation with open sun aspect in the temperate 
cool to cold climates and bene!ts of high shade 
in humid tropic and hot arid climates

#e bene!t of wind shelter and the problem 
of wind tunneling needs to be understood to 
create good microclimates by design.

#e bene!cial e"ects of thermal to mass to store 
and release heat in the temperate cool to cold 
climates and bene!ts e"ects of thermal mass to 
store and release cold in hot arid climates and  
major problem of thermal mass in the humid 
tropics.

#e bene!t of hard surface run o" that captures 
100% of rain water in urban landscapes. #ese 
hard surfaces  can be designed to our bene!t.



Geo" Lawton’s 66 acre property at Zaytuna Farm in Australia consists of the main homestead next to a pond. 
It has all its own solar power. #e only connection to the outside world is a telephone line. Geo" ’s main-crop 
garden grows all the wheat, potatoes and carbohydrates he needs to feed his own family plus a constant in-
take of students and interns. #is is suplemented by another kitchen garden. (facing page  top right)

Looking the other way from Geo" Lawton’s farm, we see the swale lines of food forest systems that were cre-
ated by chicken tractor systems. In fact, there’s one in the middle of this photo. #e 10 year old Food Forest 
system was one of the !rst to go in on contour as were the roads. Building on contour is one of the tricks of 
permaculture design. It !ts in with the patterns of the landscape and lets you design some funky patterns.

Behind his homestead in Zone 1, you’ll !nd the dairy which supplies all their milk. #e nutrients from 
there and the chickens and duck sheds, run down the slope to feed the two food forest systems loaded with 
legumes, nuts, berries, citrus and fruit trees. It’s also got timber trees growing to build future shelters. 

One of Geo" Lawton’s student designed this amazing system. All on contour, the water &ows back and forth 
on the landscape to soak passively into the system. He has a windmill that pumps water up to the header tank 
to drip feed his fruit trees. No outside energy needed. Smart design. Abundance is no accident.



Watch the free on-line video that accom-
panies this guide at www.Geo%Lawton.com 
and follow along as Geo% chooses a typical 
run down cattle property and shows you 
how to plan it along Permaculture princi-
pals to become a fertile garden of Eden.
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